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Abstract—In this paper we propose a novel approach to
estimate dense optical flow from sparse lidar data acquired on
an autonomous vehicle. This is intended to be used as a drop-in
replacement of any image-based optical flow system when images
are not reliable due to e.g. adverse weather conditions or at night.
In order to infer high resolution 2D flows from discrete range
data we devise a three-block architecture of multiscale filters that
combines multiple intermediate objectives, both in the lidar and
image domain. To train this network we introduce a dataset with
approximately 20K lidar samples of the Kitti dataset which we
have augmented with a pseudo ground-truth image-based optical
flow computed using FlowNet2. We demonstrate the effectiveness
of our approach on Kitti, and show that despite using the low-
resolution and sparse measurements of the lidar, we can regress
dense optical flow maps which are at par with those estimated
with image-based methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Estimating optical flow (i.e. pixel-level motion) between
two consecutive images, has been a long-standing and crucial
problem in computer vision [1]. It gains special importance
for autonomous driving, as it has become an important mid-
level feature to then perform higher-level tasks such as object
detection, motion segmentation or time-to-collision estimation.
Yet, it has not been until recently when close to real-time
methods providing dense and accurate optical flow from RGB
images have appeared [2], [3], [4]. These recent approaches are
mostly based on deep learning techniques and more specifi-
cally convolutional neural networks (CNN), which have shown
its capacity to learn more useful features than traditional hand-
made variational approaches [5], providing robustness against
rotation, translation and illumination changes.
However, standard RGB cameras may still suffer under
harsh weather conditions such as heavy fog, rain or snow.
In the autonomous driving field, circumstances can be even
harder, as for example during night drives, where other
vehicles lights may dazzle our vision systems spoiling the
captured images. In order to assure full security and protect
against sensor temporal failure, self-driven vehicles should be
equipped not only with cameras but also with a number of
different sensors such as lidar or radar providing diverse and
redundant information. Sensor fusion, as the ability of merging
information from different sources, is therefore a must for
these autonomous systems. If we want self-driven vehicles to
move and interact with our dynamic and challenging road and
urban scenarios, they must contain algorithms that are able to









Fig. 1: Dense optical flow from sparse lidar. We introduce
a deep architecture that given two consecutive low-resolution
and sparse lidar scans, produces a high-resolution and dense
optical flow, equivalent to one that would be computed from
images. Our approach, therefore, can replace RGB cameras
when the quality images is poor due to e.g. adverse weather
conditions. Notice that the RGB images shown in the top-left
are only considered to generate the pseudo ground-truth used
during training. Inference is done from only lidar scans.
In this paper we propose a novel deep learning approach
based on CNNs which, using only sparse lidar information
as input, is able to estimate in real-time dense and high
resolution optical flow that is directly compatible with any
camera-based estimated flow. In order to guide the network
from the low-resolution and scarce lidar input to the final
output we propose an three-block architecture that introduces
intermediate learning objectives at different resolutions in both
lidar and image domains, as well as refines the obtained
prediction increasing the sharpness of the final solution.
One of the main problems that we need to tackle is the lack
of training data with corresponding pairs of lidar measure-
ments and image-based optical flow. For training image-to-
optical flow networks, this has commonly been addressed by
using synthetically generated datasets [2], [6], [7]. However,
virtual datasets that contain optical flow ground-truth do not
provide lidar information and thus, are not suitable for our
purposes. On the other hand, real driving datasets (e.g. the
Kitti dataset [8]) may contain true lidar measurements but not
enough corresponding optical flow ground-truth.
To circumvent this lack of training data, we elected a subset
of the Kitti dataset (the “Object Tracking Benchmark”) which
is annotated with images and lidar and estimated from the
images a high-resolution pseudo ground-truth optical flow
using the well established FlowNet2 [3]. This way, we build
a lidar-optical flow dataset with approximately 20K samples.
We provide qualitative evaluation on Kitti and show that,
despite feeding our network with low-dimensional and sparse
lidar measurements, we are able to predict high-resolution
flow maps which are visually appealing (Fig. 4). Moreover,
we perform also quantitative evaluation on the lidar-available
subset of the “Kitti Flow 2015” benchmark showing that our
approach is on par with other image based regressors and even
close to FlowNet2, which is the upper bound we can obtain
after generating the used ground-truth optical flow from it.
II. RELATED WORK
Optical flow has been used as a source of information
for a wide range of computer vision problems including
motion segmentation [9], [10], 3D reconstruction [11], object
tracking [12] or video encoding [13]. Initial formulation was
proposed by Horn and Schunck in 1981 as a variational
approach [14], aiming to minimize an objective function with a
data term enforcing brightness constancy and an spatial term to
model the expected motion fields over the image. Subsequent
methods build upon this scheme by adding different terms,
e.g. combining local and global features [15], accounting for
large displacements [16], or introducing semantic and layered
information [17], [18]. For a more extensive report on classical
optical flow methods, the reader is referred to [1].
Although deep learning penetrated with a great force into a
number of computer vision problems, its application to build
end-to-end supervised optical-flow systems was not immedi-
ate, basically due to the difficulty of obtaining a sufficiently
large training set. Early convolutional approaches to compute
optical flow were focused on improving different parts of
the standard pipeline such as the extraction of better non
hand-crafted features for patch matching [5], [19], [20], better
segmentations [21], or even layered solutions [22].
The first end-to-end optical flow deep network was pre-
sented in [2], showing that it was possible to reach state of
the art performance training on synthetic data. Since then,
other CNN architectures have been proposed. In this way, [23]
uses a combination of traditional pyramids and convolutional
networks providing features at different resolutions. Contrary,
[24] introduces an approach in which fine details are combined
to coarse predictions. Recently, FlowNet2 [3] has positioned as
one of the top performance deep learning optical flow methods.
It presents a scheme of stacked CNNs trained separately
and with carefully chosen sample-learning schedules for large
and small displacements. Following these lines, [4] uses a
combination of wrapping techniques and pyramids that, at the
time of publication, makes it one of the top performing real-
time deep methods in the Kitti flow 2015 benchmark [25].
Very recent works tackle the optical flow problem in an
unsupervised manner, replacing the supervised loss by a new
one that relies on the classical brightness constancy and motion
smoothness terms [26]. Further works on this line make use of
more elaborate unsupervised losses taking advantage of warp
techniques, as for example in [27] where a bidirectional census
loss is presented. These methods alleviate the need of extensive
annotated flow ground-truth or the use of virtual environments
although they usually need to be very precisely fine-tuned to
provide on par results to supervised methods.
Our work also has some connection with the super-
resolution literature [28]. Nevertheless, note that in super-
resolution works, both input and output sources belong to
the same type of data. Here, besides having to handle the
difference between the input and output spaces and resolution,
we need to resolve the additional task of estimating the flow.
Contributions. All previous dense optical flow approaches
take a pair of RGB images as input. In this paper we show
how a similar high resolution flow can be obtained from a
much less informative, but more robust to adverse weather
conditions, lidar sensor. For training our network we create
a lidar-to-image flow dataset, which does neither exist in the
literature.
III. HALLUCINATING DENSE OPTICAL FLOW
We propose a CNN architecture to hallucinate dense high
resolution 2D optical flow in the image domain using as input
only sparse and low resolution lidar information. Our network
bridges the gap between lidar and camera domains, so that
when the camera images are spoiled (e.g. at night sequences or
due to heavy fog), we can still provide an accurate optical flow
to directly substitute the degenerated image-based prediction
in any vehicle navigation algorithm.
A. General Problem Statement
Let us define an end-to-end convolutional network to predict
dense optical flow as Y = Fθ(Xt,Xt+1; θ), where Fθ repre-
sents the network with trainable parameters θ; Xt and Xt+1
∈ RN×M×2 are two consecutive lidar scans (including range
and laser reflectivity), and Y ∈ RH×W×2 is the predicted flow
represented in a pre-defined image domain of size H×W . Let
[h,w] be the position of one pixel within this domain.
Our problem states two main challenges. On one hand, lidar
and image field of view (FOV) are not totally overlapping; On
the other hand, the resolution of the input lidar scans M ×N
is generally much smaller than the H ×W size of the RGB
images on which we seek to hallucinate the flow. A naive end-
to-end deep model Fθ would consist of stacking convolutions
and deconvolutions [29] until obtaining the desired H ×W
output size in the image FOV. However, in the first entry of
Table I, we show that a simple model like that it not capable
of capturing the correct motion of the scene.
We have therefore devised a more elaborated architecture, as
shown in Fig. 2, consisting of three main blocks. The first one
estimates the motion in the sparse lidar domain using a specific
architecture resembling FlowNet [2], and it is trained with a
nxn conv, stride (0), 
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Fig. 2: Lidar to dense optical-flow architecture. The proposed network is made of three main blocks sequentially connected
which resolve the problem in different stages: 1) Estimation of the lidar-flow in low resolution (red layers); 2) Low-to-high
resolution flow transformation and lidar-to-image domain change (yellow layers); 3) Final flow refinement (green layers).
ground-truth lidar optical flow. The second block performs the
domain transformation and upsampling, guiding the learning
towards predicting the final optical flow in the image domain.
Finally, a refinement step is implemented to produce more
accurate, dense, and visual appealing predictions.
In the following sections we first describe the process to
create the training data, including the input lidar frames and
their associated image-based optical flows. We then describe
each one of the building blocks of the proposed architecture.
B. Input/Output Data
Existing CNNs for inferring optical flow (e.g. FlowNet),
resort to synthetic training datasets with complete and dense
ground-truth flow [2], [6], [7]. While the rendered images look
very realistic, these datasets are not annotated with range nor
reflectivity information provided by real laser sensors.
To learn the parameters of the proposed deep architecture
we need the following training data: i) lidar data aligned with
an RGB camera, i.e. we need to know the mapping from the
3D range measurements to the image plane on which we aim to
densely hallucinate the optical flow; ii) corresponding optical
flow ground-truth annotated in the image domain. Both these
types of data are by themselves scarce, and there exist no
dataset containing both of them put in correspondence.
In order to build the input lidar data we consider the
Kitti Tracking dataset [8], which specifically provides mea-
surements from a Velodyne HDL-64 sensor, with 64 lasers
vertically arranged rotating at a speed of 10Hz. We first
crop the full laser point cloud to obtain the its horizontal
overlapping FOV over the camera image. Then, we build our
Xi ∈ RN×M×2 input tensors by projecting the remaining laser
points into an N × M matrix, where for each [n,m] pair
∈ [1, N ] × [1,M ], we encode range and reflectivity values
of each corresponding laser beam, as shown in Fig. 3. More
details about this process can be found in [30].
The Kitti Traking dataset we used to extract the lidar
measurements is not annotated with optical flow ground-truth.
However, there exist an associated RGB image per each lidar
scan from which we computed a pseudo ground-truth for
optical flow using FlowNet2 [3]. Due to the specific Kitti
vehicle’s setup, the vertical field of view of the Velodyne
sensor does not cover the full corresponding RGB image
height H . In order to adapt the image-based FlowNet2 predic-
tions to cover the Velodyne vertical FOV we again perform a
cropping operation, although this time over the image domain
to eliminate those non overlapping areas (see Fig. 3). Let
us denote by GTDense ∈ RH×W×2 this pseudo optical flow
ground-truth that we will use for training.
At this point, we have already built a training set consisting
of input lidar frames {Xt,Xt+1} and its corresponding image-
based optical flow ground-truth GTDense, which would be
enough to train a naive end-to-end regressor as shown in the
first entry of Table I. However, as we will see next, we obtain
far better results by building intermediate objectives using
subsets of training data as well as domain specific losses.
C. Lidar Flow
The first block of our proposed architecture aims at pre-
dicting lidar flow, this is, the low resolution flow in the
lidar domain from two consecutive lidar point clouds Xt
and Xt+1. The ground truth lidar flow for this problem,
GTLidar ∈ RN×M×2, is computed by projecting the lidar
point cloud Xt onto the dense image flow GTDense and
keeping the motion and reflectance values of the overlapping
points (See Fig. 3). Since the input lidar frames are low





Fig. 3: Building a lidar-to-optical flow dataset. Given a 3D
point cloud from a laser scan (top-left) we create our input
tensots with the range and reflectivity information (bottom-
left) to be used as our inputs. Lidar-flow pseudo ground-truth
is alsoe created by cropping the overlaping areas between the
dense image-flow and the projected point cloud (bottom-right).
In order to learn this low dimensional flow, we train a
network YLidar = GθLidar (Xt,Xt+1; θLidar;GTLidar), be-
ing YLidar the predicted lidar-flow and θLidar the trainable
parameters of the network GθLidar . This network follows a
similar contractive-expansive architecture as FlowNet [2]. The
main difference w.r.t. FlowNet is that we concatenate up to
5 contraction levels, creating feature maps of up to 1/32 of
the initial lidar-input resolution. Moreover, we expanse the
feature maps up to half of the initial resolution: YLidar ∈
RN/2×M/2×2, leaving room for the next blocks to perform the
hallucination and refinement steps. The shortcuts, intermediate
predictions, filter sizes, steps and padding hyperparameters are
the same as those used in FlowNet.
D. Lidar to Image Domain Transformation
The second major block of the proposed architecture is in
charge of bringing the low resolution lidar flow to the high
resolution image domain. Specifically, this block receives as
input the lidar flow YLidar predictions along with the accord-
ingly downscaled input lidar frames and produces as output an
upscaled image-centered optical flow prediction learned from
GTDense. This upscaling operation can be formally written as
YUp = HθUp(X ′t ,X ′t+1,YLidar; θUp;GTDense), where HθUp
represents the model with learned parameters θUp, X ′ refers to
the 1/2 downsampled input lidar frames that match the YLidar
resolution, and YUp ∈ RH×W×2 is the output predicted optical
flow in the image domain as seen in Fig. 4.
In order to actively guide this domain transformation pro-
cess, we devise an architecture with two sub-blocks (shown in
yellow in Fig. 2). The first sub-block consists of a set of multi-
scale filters in two convolutional branches, providing context
knowledge to the network. In one branch we produce high
frequency features by applying 5 consecutive convolutional
layers with small 3× 5 filters and without any lateral padding
(which allows the feature maps to grow horizontally for
matching the desired output resolution). In the other branch,
lower frequency features are generated with a convolution
layer using wider 3×25 filters and outputting the same feature
map resolution. Finally, the features of the two branches are
concatenated. As can be seen in Fig. 2, this two-branched
expansion process is replicated three times. The spatial final
resolution of this sub-block feature map is H/8 ×W/8 and
no flow prediction is performed at this point. The second sub-
block raises the resolution of the feature map to the final size
H/2 × W/2 in the image domain, performing iteratively a
refinement of the flow. This full process is repeated twice until
the desired final flow resolution is obtained. Notice here that
we upsampled until H/2 ×W/2 to speed the system, as in
our experiments, including a third block do not produce better
results than just bilinearly interpolate the final prediction.
E. Hallucinated Optical Flow Refinement
The flow predicted in the previous step tends to be over-
smoothed. Algorithms predicting dense images in which the
contours are important (e.g. semantic segmentation) commonly
perform refinement steps to produce more accurate outputs.
Conditional Random Fields (CRF) is one of the preferred
methods for this purpose, and has recently been approached
by using Recurrent Neural Networks [2], [31], [32]. The
procedure can be roughly seen as an iterative process over a
previous solution. We design a similar iterative convolutional
approach for refining the hallucinated optical flow prediction,
as is sketched in Fig. 2, so that avoiding the computational
burden of a CRF and obtaining a fully end-to-end procedure.
We formally denote this final refinement step as YEnd =
KθEnd(YUp; θEnd;GTDense). It works by performing a pre-
diction of the final optical flow, which is concatenated to
the feature maps of the previous convolutional layer. The
concatenated tensor is then passed to another block that
generates again new feature maps and a new optical flow
prediction, but this time with a better knowledge of the desired
output. As shown in the green block of Fig 2, this process is
repeated 5 times, simulating an iterative scheme.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
Train, test and validation sets. As mentioned in Section
III-B, we prioritize the use of real lidar information over
having synthetic but accurate optical flow. For this purpose,
in our experiments we use the KITTI Tracking benchmark
[8], which contains both RGB and lidar measurements from a
Velodyne HDL-64 sensor grouped in 50 different sequences,
providing us with 19,045 sample pairs for input.
As pseudo ground-truth for training our architectures, we
use the optical flow GTDense predicted by Flownet2 [3]
from the RGB images, and the associated lidar measurements
GTLidar, processed as described in Section III-C. We would
like to point that our approach do not consider any RGB image
at all during inference, and these are only used to create the
pseudo ground-truth optical flow for training.
To provide a quantitative evaluation for our models, we
need real ground-truth to compare against. For this, we use
the training set of the KITTI flow 2015 benchmark, which is
composed of 200 pairs of RGB images. However, no Velodyne
information is provided on these samples, and we therefore
Modules Fl-BG Fl-FG Fl-ALL EPELF BS RF
7 7 7
Noc 56.74 82.75 61.24 14.19Occ 58.11 83.14 62.04
3 7 7
Noc 23.20 57.67 29.15 6.78Occ 24.80 58.56 30.09
3 7 3
Noc 20.09 54.02 25.95 5.49Occ 22.26 54.51 27.31
3 3 3
Noc 18.65 51.56 24.33 5.16Occ 20.88 52.58 25.84
FlowNet2[3] (*) Noc 7.24 5.6 6.94 -Occ 10.75 8.75 10.41
InterpoNet[35] (*) Noc 11.67 22.09 13.56 -Occ 22.15 26.03 22.80
EpicFlow[5] (*) Noc 15.00 24.34 16.69 -Occ 25.81 28.69 26.29
TABLE I: Quantitative evaluation and comparison with
image-based optical-flow methods. Flow for background,
foreground and all is measured for both non-occluded and full
points, as in the Kitti Flow benchmark. The End-Point-Error
(EPE) is measured against the pseudo ground-truth computed
using FlowNet2. (*) indicates that for these methods the test
set is slightly bigger from the one used for our approach, as we
could no obtain all the corresponding lidar frames. Although
indicative, these results show that our lidar-based approach is
on par with other well-known optical flow algorithms that rely
on higher resolution and quality input images.
had to perform a match search between the RGB images of
both KITTI flow and tracking benchmarks. By doing this,
we were able to annotate 90 pairs of Velodyne scans with
their associated real optical flow in the image domain, which
compose our test set GTTest. We split the remaining 18,955
Velodyne frame pairs into two subsets, creating a train set of
17,500 samples and a validation set of 1455 samples, each of
those containing non-overlapping sequences.
Lidar and flow resolutions. In our experiments, input lidar
frames Xi have a size of N = 64;M = 384, where each entry
accounts for the range and reflectivity values measured by the
Velodyne sensor. The final output GTDense has a resolution
of H = 256;W = 1224. This increase of the resolution poses
the main difficulty of our approach, which needs to predict
dense optical flow with almost thirteen times less input data
from a noisy and scarce source.
Implementation details. Our modules are trained in an end-
to-end manner, in the way that the output of each one becomes
the input to the next. For that we use the MatConvNet [33]
Deep Learning Framework. All the weights are initialized with
the He’s method [34] and Adam optimization is used with
standard parameters β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.999. Training
is carried out on a single NVIDIA 1080Ti GPU throughout
400,000 iterations, each iteration containing a batch of 10
pairs of consecutive Velodyne scans. Data augmentation is
performed over the lidar inputs only by flipping the frames
horizontally with a 50% chance, so that preserving the strong
geometric properties of the laser measurements and the natural
movement of the scene. Learning rate is set to 10−3 for the
first 150,000 iterations, and halved each 60,000 iterations.
Definition of the loss. Our approach performs an end-to-end
regression, for which the learning loss is measured at up to
twelve places
∑12
i=1 λLi: five of them in the Lidar-flow module
described in Section III-C, two more in the upsampling step
shown in Section III-D and the last five at full resolution in the
final refinement step detailed in Section III-E. All these losses
compute the L2-norm of the difference between the predicted
optical flow and the corresponding pseudo ground-truth of the
Training set. The λ parameters are set to 1.
Ablation study. We performed the ablation study summa-
rized in Table I to analyse the contributions of the different
blocks of our architecture. As quantitative measurements, we
follow the Kitti Flow 2015 benchmark guidelines obtaining
the Percentage of outlier pixels. A pixel is considered to be
correctly estimated if the End-Point-Error (EPE) calculated
as the averaged Euclidean distance between the prediction
and the real ground-truth GTest is < 3px or < 5%. These
measurements are averaged over background regions only,
over foreground regions only, and over all ground truth pixels,
which respectively are denoted in Table I as “Fl-BG”, “Fl-FG”
and “All”. The “Noc” and “Occ” values refer respectively to
the evaluation performed over the Non-Occluded regions and
over all the regions. In addition, we include the EPE obtained
against our Validation set, which give us an idea of how close
we are to our upper bound of FlowNet2.
At the light of the results shown in Table I, it is clear
that our approach benefits from the inclusion of the different
modules. In addition, when comparing with other methods,
we can conclude that our full approach performs very close
to other state of the art methods which use high-resolution
images as input. Although we suffer from larger errors for the
foreground predictions, our overall results are on par with the
ones obtained by e.g. EpicFlow [5], one of the first methods
exploiting deep architectures. Note also the robustness of
our approach to occlusions, as the difference between results
for both “Noc” and “Occ” is less significant than in other
methods, and even better or very similar to InterpoNet [35]
and EpicFlow [5]. Some qualitative results are shown on Fig 4,
including intermediate Lidar-flow predictions.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented an approach to regress high
resolution image-like optical flow from low resolution and
sparse lidar measurements. For this purpose, we have designed
a deep network architecture made of several blocks that incre-
mentally solve the problem, first estimating a low resolution
lidar flow, and then increasing the resolution of the flow to that
of the image domain. For training our network we have created
a new dataset of corresponding lidar scans and high-resolution
image flow predictions, that we use as pseudo ground-truth
for training. The results show that the flows estimated by our
architecture are competitive with those computed by methods
that rely on high-resolution input images. There is still room
for improvement in order to get more accurate flow predictions
that we left for future work. For example, the addition of better
refinement steps to improve results on foreground objects.
Fig. 4: Qualitative results of our system. All images are taken during inference from our validation lidar-image-flow set,
so none of them were previously seen during training. We show four different example scenes, grouped in 4 quadrants. In
each quadrant there are three columns, representing the following. Column 1: lidar inputs Xt and Xt+1; Column 2-top: lidar
flow pseudo ground-truth GTLidar; Column 2-bottom: lidar flow prediction YLidar; Column 3-top: dense pseudo ground-truth,
GTDense; Column 3-bottom: final predicted dense optical flow YEnd. Full sequences: https://youtu.be/94vQUwCZLxQ
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